2022 Rules Knowledge
Quiz #6
1. A 3/10 at the B-28. A19 is lined up right next to the RT and is down in a 3-point stance on the line of
scrimmage. WR A4 is lined up wide on the LOS. At the snap, A19 goes downfield 2.5 yards and runs a
crossing route to his left, never going beyond the B-25. QB A1 throws a TD pass to A4.
Ruling:
2. A 2/5 at the B-25. RB A35 breaks free at the LOS and runs for a long TD. Just after A35 clears the
LOS, RT A77 turns to the Referee pointing frantically to his displaced helmet while standing at the B27. A77 curses at the Referee for not calling HTF against the Team B player, takes off his helmet and
immediately places it properly back on his head. The Referee calmly tosses his flag straight up in the air.
Ruling:
3. A 2/3 at the B-30. A12’s forward pass is intercepted by B12 at the B-1. B12 returns the interception to
the B-4 where he fumbles. B10 recovers the fumble at the B-2 and his momentum takes him into the end
zone. B10 runs around in his end zone where he is tackled.
Ruling:
4. A2/5 at the B-15 - With the clock running late in the 4th quarter and Team A trailing 14-9. QB A11
scrambles outside on a rollout pass. Finding no receiver open, to conserve time, he throws a pass
backwards (B-16) and out of bounds at the B-17. The game clock reads :11 seconds and team A has
zero timeouts remaining.
Ruling:
5. A 4/10 at the B-45. A1’s punt is above the Team B goal line and is batted back into the field of play by
Team A. B32 picks up the loose ball at the B-3 where A55 tackles him by the facemask.
Ruling:

